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Summer Holiday Homework
Class - X
Mathematics.

1.
2.

Note: The following Activities are to be done in Practical copy and to be submitted in
First week of July.
To find the zeros of a quadratic polynomial geometrically.

4.

To obtain the conditions for consistency of a system of linear equation in two variables
by graphical method.
To obtain the solution of a quadratic equation , say x2 + 6x + 8 = 0 by ‘completing the
square’ method.
To verify that the sum of first n odd natural numbers is n2.

5.

To verify that the sum of first n natural numbers is

3.

(

)

Social Science
Read NewsPaper or explore in Internet & make clippings of news related to ongoing conflicts /wars.
Classify the conflict by their location (state,India /outside India)
Find out the cause of the conflict.Also mention has the conflict been resolved by Power Sharing
Arrangements or not.
Do this Project neatly in your Civics copy.

English
1. Write the teaching methods used by all the teachers who taught Helen Keller.
2. Sketch out all the major and minor characters in the Novel “The Story of my Life”
3. Write a motivational slogan on “Patriotism”
* The Holiday homework is to be done in Grammar Notebook.

Science
Physics:
Your house uses electrical power 24 hrs. a day. When the electric company sends a bill, the amount
you owe reflects the amount of electricity used in a month. Read the meter and calculate the number
of KWH you use and learn how to conserve energy in our home.
Chemistry:
Write a report on Types of chemical reactions by taking two examples of each. Paste pictures
related to equations.
Biology: Lable the diagrams and write 3 features for each labeling.

Hindi

xzh"edkyhu fgUnh ifj;kstuk dk;Zjl dk Lo:Ik] Hksn ,oa izR;sd dk ,d&,d mnkgj.k
fy[krs gq, ;Fkk laHko fp= Hkh cukb,A

SANSKRIT
vdkjkUr iqfYyax] bZdkjkUr L=hssfyax ,oa loZuke 'kCnksa ds 'kCn :i fyf[k, A ¼jke ] dfo ] xq: ]fir` ]
yrk ] unh ] bne~ ~ ¼rhuksa½vLen~ ] ;q"en~ ] fde~ ¼rhuks½a ½

IT

Create a professional resume using template.
Special Notes:
1. Take printout of both the activities and paste it in the notebook.
2. Apply necessary formatting wherever required.

